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Booksurge Publishing, United States, 2005. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. THE ART OF BETTING ON BASEBALL - opens a new window
in sports betting. I get exactly what the author is trying to convey.Insightful and innovative ideas on
wagering on baseball.Based on actual results of wagering on baseball games during the course of
the 2004 baseball season, one of the most memorable. The author uses strategic comparisons
drawn from the Art of war and to the actual wager on a baseball game.The author makes a very
valid point, baseball is a game of statistics and it collects so many statistics it can make a person
give up in confused frustration! The author then explains why pitching and the quality of a teams
pitching is the center of gravity and the impact pitching has on a baseball game, (like in war) is the
focal point of the wager. The author provides pitching statistics useful to the handicapper and the
most important statistic of all the Team Record Behind Starting Pitching - TRSP which provides the
tell tale stat of when that particular picther starts how well the team hits behind the pitcher...
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ReviewsReviews

A fresh e-book with a brand new perspective. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just happy to
explain how this is the very best publication i have go through in my individual lifestyle and may be he best pdf for ever.
-- Margarett Roob-- Margarett Roob

The very best publication i possibly study. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a worth looking at. I am just very happy to tell you that this
is basically the best pdf i actually have study inside my individual life and could be he very best pdf for possibly.
-- Darlene Blick-- Darlene Blick
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